Purpose To investigate the distribution of mesothelioma in Flanders using Bayesian disease mapping models that account for both an excess of zeros and overdispersion.
List of Abbreviations
Here, a list is given of the most often used abbreviations in this manuscript. 
Introduction
Mesothelioma is an asbestos-related malignancy that mainly develops in the pleural cavity of the lungs but can also occur in the pericardium, peritoneum and tunica vaginalis. Increased risks for mesothelioma cancer have been reported for employees in occupations involving inhalation of asbestos dust, such as workers in asbestos mines, shipyards, railways, and others (WHO, 1998; Agudo et al., 2000; Magnani et al., 1995) . However, individuals living in the proximity of factories that use asbestos might also have an increased risk (Magnani et al., 1995 (Magnani et al., , 2000 Browne and Goffe, 1984) .
In Belgium, the yearly mean asbestos consumption per capita from 1960 to 1969 was the highest observed world-wide with 5.5 kg/head/year (Nawrot et al., 2007) . Because of the high asbestos exposure in the past and a latency of 20 to 40 years for the disease to occur, mesothelioma incidence in Belgium is still high, with 173 cases in 2013 (Belgian Cancer Registry, 2015) . Population cancerregistry data on mesothelioma have been used in many countries to investigate the spatial and/or temporal trends of the incidence of mesothelioma, e.g. in Brazil (Algranti et al., 2105) , California (Pan et al., 2005) , Canada (Krupoves et al. 2015) , the Netherlands (Segura et al., 2003) and Spain (Lopez-Abante et al., 2005) . In these studies, a higher risk for mesothelioma was seen in places with asbestos usage in the past. However, a geographical analysis of the incidence of mesothelioma is hindered by the large variability in the cases between areas, as well as the excessive number of areas with no mesothelioma cases. Van den Borre and Deboosere (2014) studied the spatial distribution of mesothelioma in Belgium and saw elevated standard mortality ratio's (SMR) in SintNiklaas, Mechelen, Dendermonde, Halle-Vilvoorde and Antwerp for men and in Mechelen and HalleVilvoorde for women. Asbestos consuming companies, shipbuilding companies and an international port, which were located in these towns, could explain the asbestos exposure. Other specific studies about temporal trends in Belgium have not yet been published, but a European incidence peak is predicted for 2020 (Opitz, 2014) .
Many modern disease mapping techniques provide ways to extend the Poisson model for count data in order to deal with the spatial structure in the data and the occurrence of overdispersion.
Overdispersion means that the variability in the data is not equal to the mean as prescribed by the Poisson distribution, e.g. due to the exclusion of important covariates, and is often referred to as nonspatial variability. Spatial dependency in the sense that the relative risks in areas that are close in distance are more similar than in areas further apart, is referred to as spatially structured variability. Lawson (2013, chapter 5) gives an overview on the use of different forms of extravariability in disease mapping models. The use of Bayesian models that allow for both spatially structured and nonspatial variability (Clayton and Kaldor, 1987; Besag et al., 1991) are very well known to investigate the geographical distribution of the disease burden. Another extension of the Poisson model, mostly for rare diseases, allows for the occurrence of extra zeros that can not be fully addressed by the Poisson model. The additional variability caused by an excessive number of zeros is regularly accounted for using so-called zero-inflated or zero-truncated models. Zero-inflated models were studied for univariate count data by Lambert (1992) and Greene (1994) , with an extension towards the hierarchical setting studied in Min and Agresti (2005) and Lee et al. (2006) . A zerotruncated model, the so-called hurdle model, was proposed by Mullahy (1986) and also extended to complex data settings, e.g. by Scheel et al. (2013) . In the context of spatial count data, Agarwal et al. (2002; 2006) , Gschössl and Gzado (2008) and Ugarte et al. (2004) used a zero-inflated spatial Poisson model. Neyens et al. (2012 Neyens et al. ( , 2016 suggested the use of the so-called combined model for overdispersed spatial count data. The combined model literally forms a combination of the generalized linear mixed model that deals with structural aspects of the data through the inclusion of normal random subject-specific effects on one hand (Engel and Keen, 1992; Breslow and Clayton, 1993; Wolfinger and O'Connell, 1993; Molenberghs and Verbeke, 2005 ) and an overdispersion model, such as, for count data examples, the negative-binomial model (Breslow, 1984; Lawless, 1987) , where the natural parameter is assumed to follow a gamma distribution on the other. Since the combined model in theory only accommodates clustering and overdispersion through two separate sets of normal and gamma random effects in a Poisson model, it is worthwhile to investigate a more general framework for data in which correlation, overdispersion and an excess of zeros can appear together. The usability of the hurdle combined model will be investigated.
In this paper, we apply these methods to study the geographical distribution of mesothelioma in Flanders (Belgium). Interest is in the geographical risk map of the disease burden, since this may provide clues about clusters or hot spots of mesothelioma. Section 2 gives an overview of existing and new methods to deal with different forms of extra-variance. In Section 3, results of the application of these models on Flemish mesothelioma data are presented, while the use of hurdle models in disease mapping is discussed in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Material and Methods

Mesothelioma in Flanders
The Flemish mesothelioma data consist of yearly counts of newly diagnosed mesothelioma cases (of pleura, peritoneum and pericardium) for males and females from 1999 to 2008 in Flanders (without Brussels) and were collected by the Belgian Cancer Registry. The data include the observed and expected number of mesothelioma cases in each municipality, where the expectation is calculated according to an indirect gender-age standardization. Waller and Gotway (2004) provide in-depth explanations of this and other standardization techniques. This very rare but highly aggressive cancer that affects the membrane lining of the lungs, the pericardium, peritoneum or tunica vaginalis is typically linked to asbestos exposure. In Flanders, mainly Eternit NV, an asbestos cement manufacturing company, which was based in Kapelle-op-den-Bos, a small town close to Antwerp, has been notorious for using asbestos until 1994. These data are part of a larger study aimed at determining long-term effects of asbestos exposure and contamination, since after 1994 mesothelioma incidences in and around Kapelle-op-den-Bos have remained frequent, possibly caused by Eternit-sourced asbestos exposure. It is important to keep in mind that the observed counts used here reflect the locations where diagnosis and therefore not necessarily the exposure to asbestos occurred. Although the association between the occurrence of mesothelioma and the proximity of a patient's birthplace to asbestos exposure has been proved (Bayram et al., 2013) , bias may exist as patients are often diagnosed with the disease in different municipalities as where they came in contact with asbestos, especially when acknowledging the long incubation time of mesothelioma. Standardized incidence ratios (SIR) were calculated as the ratio of observed and expected cases ( Figure 4 shows the SIR's for the years 1999 and 2008). According to these maps, risks are elevated in the central part of Flanders, namely in and around Antwerp and Kapelle-op-den-Bos. Other municipalities have occasionally elevated risks, but throughout the study period, the central part of Flanders protrudes above all as an area with high risks. There seems to have been little change throughout the years, not only in the spatial distribution of the disease, but also in terms of numbers of new diagnoses, which is probably due to the long incubation time of mesothelioma, even after banning the use of asbestos in the early nineties.
It seems relevant to investigate spatial correlation, since the presence of the disease is likely to be strongly correlated with asbestos exposure. Furthermore a sample average and standard deviation of 0.24 and 1.89 respectively and a large amount of zero counts (84%) make considering a zeroinflated or hurdle combined model useful. Table 1 and Figure 4 show the summary statistics of the number of mesothelioma cases in the Flemish municipalities. Due to the disease being very rare, many zero counts occur. As zero-inflation is present, possibly alongside spatial effects, unobserved variables, or both, a model that accommodates excessive zeros, spatial correlation and unstructured overdispersion may be helpful.
The Combined Model for Spatial Data
Disease mapping models are used to link the observed counts Y i for a spatial (lattice) location i = 1, ..., n to the expected counts E i and they mainly differ in how the smoothing of extra variation seen in Y i in comparison to E i is handled. Let ω i denote the unknown relative risk (RR) for the ith
The combined model as proposed by Neyens et al. (2012) for spatial lattice data can be presented as follows:
with an intercept ξ 0 , known regressors x i and their coefficients ξ and ω i = κ i θ i . θ i is a gammadistributed random effect with shape and rate parameters α and β to capture uncorrelated heterogeneity (UH). Similar to common practice in the frailty context (Duchateau and Janssen, 2008) , we assume α = β. This standardizes the gamma random effect to mean 1. Spatially correlated heterogeneity (CH) is accommodated by u i , an intrinsic conditional autoregressive (CAR) random effects term, such as introduced by Besag and Kooperberg (1995) ,
Here, w ik = 1 if areas i and k are adjacent and 0 otherwise. The CAR random effect is normally distributed with the mean and variance being weighted with the means and variances of adjacent areas. Although the weighting scheme presented above is the most common one, others can be applied too. Bivand et al. (2008) provide an in-depth overview on different methods to deal with this issue. Indeed, this model is closely related to the CAR convolution (CARCON) model, which uses a normal random effect in the linear predictor to capture UH instead of a gamma random effect.
The CAR convolution model is given by
with u i as in (2). Note that a convolution model has two random effects that need to be estimated, while only their sum is identifiable. Therefore, Leroux et al. (1999) proposed an alternative CAR prior specification to model spatially correlated and uncorrelated heterogeneity with only 1 set of random effects. The Leroux CAR model will be used to investigate whether the use of the rather strong ICAR assumptions in the convolution models is justified.
The combined model (1) can be a valuable alternative to the commonly used CAR convolution model (3), since the results presented by Molenberghs et al. (2010) and Neyens et al. (2012 Neyens et al. ( , 2016 show that the gamma distribution is able to model extra-variance very well.
The Combined Hurdle Model for Spatial Data
While overdispersion models can deal with some extra-variance caused by a large amount of zeros, specific models for that case have been developed, with a hurdle model being one of them (Mullahy, 1986 ). The hurdle model provides a way of modeling count data using a two-part approach, whereby the first part is a Bernoulli model, controlling the probability π i that the number of cancer cases in an area is either zero (
Given the value is positive, a count distribution f i , such as a Poisson distribution, is fitted for Y i in the second part.
Note however, that this distribution must be truncated at zero, as we know that Y i > 0 in this case.
The distribution of this model can be summarized as
where b 1i collects all normal random effects, such as a CH CAR term or an UH normal random
) is modeled using a Bernoulli model: in the simplest case with only an intercept, but potentially containing known regressors x 2i and z 2i , a vector of zero-inflation coefficients γ to be estimated, as well as normal random effects b 2i . Common link functions, such as the logit or probit, can be used. The regressors in the count and zero-inflation component can either be overlapping, a subset of the regressors can be used for the zero-inflation, or entirely different regressors for the two parts can be used. Merging ideas of the combined model of Molenberghs et al. (2010) and the hurdle model (Mullahy, 1986 ), a two-part hurdle combined model is considered to deal with zero-inflated overdispersed clustered count data. While the first part models only the zero state with probability π i , the second part handles non-zero counts, which are assumed to follow a truncated-at-zero probability mass function, such as, in this case, a truncated
Poisson-normal-gamma model.
Data Application and Model Comparison
It is important to remind the reader that we have multiple observations per municipality (denoted further on as repetitions of the spatial phenomenon). In other words, the models are fitted with data for municipality i = 1, ..., 308 and for repetition j = 1, ..., 20, since we have male and female data for 10 years, which results in N = 6160 observations. Note that this data set can be analysed by a spatio-temporal model. However, in this study, we assumed the relative risks to be constant over time and gender. This is a strong assumption, but it was made to simplify the model. This is justifiable, since mesothelioma, with its long incubation time, has to be studied over longer time 
Results
When looking at the results in Table 2 , it becomes clear that hurdle models that take into account extra-variance in the Bernoulli zero-inflation component (upper panel of Table 2 ) have better fits than their hurdle counterparts that assume the zero-inflation to be constant through space and time (middle panel of Table 2 ) in terms of the M statistic. Within both types of hurdle models (in other words, within both upper and middle panels), models using a normal UH term in the Poisson component (e.g., when applying the notations in In this analysis, the hurdle models have worse fits than the traditional models in the lower panel of When investigating the relative risk map, estimated by a traditional CAR model (*C**) in Figure 3 , a strong elevation in relative risks can be seen in and around the area of Kapelle-op-den-Bos. As was suggested from the exploratory analysis, the central part of Flanders generally has increased risks, when compared to the eastern and western parts of Flanders.
Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was undertaken on the final model, to investigate the robustness of our results and verify assumptions on which these analyses were based. First of all, we investigated the sensitivity of the prior on the inference. Instead of the previously specified vague gamma prior, an improper uniform distribution was set as prior for the precision parameters (similar to specifications in Adin et al. (2016) analyses assume a constant risk in time. An analysis with the disease cases summed up during the whole time period is possible as well, with information loss as a disadvantage however. We compared the final CAR model using data per year with a CAR model for the overall number of cases, which led to exactly the same results (Appendix 2, Fig. A.2) . Lastly, to investigate whether there were spatially varying differences in the risk between males and females, a model was fitted for males and females separately. This was done since our joint analysis assumed the spatial trends for males and females to be the same. In these additional analyses, only slight differences were seen between relative risk estimates of males or females (estimates were not significantly different between males and females in more than 95% of the municipalities), which ratifies the joint analysis of males and females (Appendix 2, Fig. A.3 and A.4).
Discussion
It can be seen from the results in Section 3 that for the mesothelioma data, models including terms for overdispersion and spatial correlation are capable of capturing extra-variance that is present in the data, but which is caused by excessive zeros. If a hurdle model is used, fits improve greatly when an unstructured random effect is added to the Bernoulli-distributed zero-component. It is important to highlight that predictions of the percentage of zeros given by a very simple Poisson-gamma model (**G*) are almost equal to those given by complex hurdle models. From model comparison a model that takes into account spatial correlation through a CAR random effect was preferred over a CAR-CON model which had an almost identical M statistic, but was more (and possibly unnecessarily)
complex. The CAR model provides us with relative risk estimates in Figure 3 , in which a (slight) spatial effect can be seen, as the estimates are elevated in the central part of Flanders. Although the model only contains a spatial random effects term, the relative risk map does not become spatially over-smoothed, which gives a realistic image.
As it is seen in this study, the use of zero-truncated models is not always preferable, even if the data suffer from excessive zeros. The most important reason is that through the use of one or multiple random effects a lot of extra-variability can be captured, often regardless of the underlying source of variability. E.g. the gamma and normal random effects in the combined model have already proven to be very flexible in capturing additional extra-variability (Neyens et al., 2012) . Therefore, it may not be necessary to use a more complex model, i.e. a zero-truncated combined model, to augment the fit. Another important part of the explanation is given by the very nature of disease mapping, in which information is limited. Especially when many zeros occur, it becomes difficult for the estimation process to assign the correct amount of extra-variability to the corresponding random effects. Furthermore, non-zero counts are generally low (Table 1 and Figure 4) . A simple
Poisson process with a small mean can then capture a notable amount of zero-observations, while the extra-variance induced by the excess zeros can be accounted for by the UH (or CH) random effects. However, when the non-zero counts are generally high, a Poisson model will not as easily be able to model a large amount of zeros and the UH and CH random effects may not be sufficient to cope with the large amount of zeros. This was also seen when data were generated with 80%
zeros, but with 20% non-zeros with high counts (mean = 40) which were concentrated in 1 Flemish province (not shown here). In that case, the hurdle models fitted better than the traditional ones.
With the use of not only one but multiple sets of random effects, one also has to reflect on the precise nature of such latent structures. As underscored by Verbeke and Molenberghs (2010) , full verification of the adequacy of a random effects structure is not possible based on statistical considerations alone. Furthermore, one can question whether the data contain enough information to feed these complex random effects structures. Indeed, as seen in this case study, which was of a considerate size, complex models venture towards a border where it becomes difficult to attribute an array of different sources of variability to the corresponding elements in the model. Intuition tells us that when data sets become very large, hurdle models with multiple random effects will be good options to model data with excessive zeros, as the information contained in the data is large enough to be captured by both the zero component and random effects terms. When data sets are small or intermediate of size however, non-excess-zero models seem to be able to capture the excessive zeros well while estimation remains feasible. This leads to interesting avenues for further research, namely a simulation study to investigate which sample sizes allow for good estimation in the zero-excess models.
Van den Borre and Deboosere (2014) also analysed mesothelioma-caused deaths between 1969 and 2009 in Belgium and found links with asbestos exposure. They also concluded that districts in the Central Northern part of Belgium had elevated mortalities. This has been confirmed by our study, in which mesothelioma incidences in Flanders, the Northern part of Belgium, were investigated. The obtained results point towards elevated risks in the Central Northern part of Flanders, but add more precision, as there is an increased risk in and around Kapelle-op-den-Bos. It is however important not to over-interpret the given results. The indirect gender-age standardization only produces rates that can be compared between areas when the rates for each area are proportional to the rates for any other area, with the same proportionality factor between them (Fleiss et al., 2003) . Although there is no reason to assume that these area-specific rates are not proportional to each other in Flanders, this issue needs attention, since it may be a source of bias. This and other concerns are voiced by Ocaña-Riola (2010); e.g. The use of standardised mortality ratios (SMR) and standardised incidence ratios (SIR) has a long history in disease mapping, but they should only be used for exploratory purposes as they have a number of flaws. Commonly, the SIR is calculated as the ratio of the observed number of cases in an area and the expected number of cases according to the overall disease rate in the entire study region (see e.g. Banerjee et al. 2014 or Lawson, 2013 , for a recent discussion). Similar to all population confounding, the choice of reference population and the choice of whether to age-gender standardise is one which can have impact on the appropriateness of the analysis. When calculating the SIR for a certain area, one can show that the standard or reference population is actually the population in the area itself and not the outside area as is wrongly believed by many. As a result, one has to be careful when comparing SIR's (or RR's estimated by the models) between areas, since they are based on different reference populations. While there are disadvantages of the application of the SIR, its use as an exploratory tool is generally accepted, as seen in the large amount of papers using SIR's in disease mapping.
Conclusions
In this paper, a modeling strategy for hierarchical count data was described where excessive zeros, correlation and overdispersion can occur together and are assembled in one single model. However, the data were modeled best by a traditional model. Indeed, extra-variability, due to an excess of zeros, could be accommodated by spatially structured random effects in a simpler Poisson model such that a hurdle mixture model for excessive zeros was not necessary to obtain better fits. From a CAR model, estimated relative risks for mesothelioma were seen in the central part of Flanders, especially in Kapelle-op-den-Bos and in its north-western neighboring municipalities. As Kapelleop-den-Bos is known for Eternit NV and its use of asbestos, this is a convincing result. Although it is not clear from the relative risk map in Figure 3 , there are other areas in Flanders too that possibly have historically suffered from increased asbestos exposure. In future research, it will be interesting to collect information about all exposure sources and to subsequently use this material in new analyses. Furthermore, it is important to note that mesothelioma has very long incubation times (Kuproves et al., 2015) . Therefore, it becomes less straightforward to link the location of asbestos exposure with the municipalities where individuals lived when they were diagnosed with the disease. Next to that, it seems interesting to focus on spatio-temporal trends in future studies. This aspect was beyond the scope of this study, as the main intention now was to investigate zero-inflated data. When keeping in mind that the disease develops very slowly, the 10 years time frame that was featured in this research might not be enough to capture existing longitudinal patterns. Therefore a study that brings together data from several decades will be needed to investigate spatio-temporal phenomena. Lastly, other correlation structures, such as the ones between male and female counts,
were not investigated here due to the complexity of the models at hand. They should therefore also be taken into account in future studies.
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